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Editorial
There could surely be no finer close to this commemorative year,

especially in so severe an economic climate, than to see the rehabilitation
of the last major unrecorded Delius score - the opera lrmelin. lts
broadcast a week before Christmas (see Forthcoming Evenrs) and its
subsequent commercial release in a three-record set will provide a fitting
climax to a year of marking the 50th anniversary of Delius's death. There
are tentative plans for a staging next year of lrmelin by Nottingham
University's Opera Group, and we await news of further developments.

The death of Ralph Holmes on 4 September, from an inoperable brain
tumour, has saddened the musical world, and Delians will feel a special
sense of loss for his sympathetic championing of the works of Delius. A
tribute to this fine violinist appears elsewhere in this issue. It is sad, too,
to have to report the death, also in September, of Dora Labbette , aged
86. She enjoyed a very close friendship with Sir Thomas Beecham who
took her to Grez, invited her to sing in the 1929 Delius Festival, and chose
her as Vreli for the first broadcast of.AVillage Romeo and lulietin1932.
They were both involved in that delightful deception when she
masqueraded under the name of Lisa Perli (after her home town of
Purley). Her voice can be heard in numerous recordings, notably several
Delius songs .which she recorded with Sir Thomas, as conductor or
pianist.

The Philadelphia Branch reports a successful eighth season, with three
events drawing large crowds of members, guests and the general public.
At a house party in the Branch Secretary's home on 16 October 1983,
Bax's Viola Sonata and the Tertis arrangement of Delius's Third Violin
Sonata were performed. On Delius's birthday both the television films on
Delius were shown, and at the Annual General Meeting on 6 May a
concert of English scngs was given. Among the events planned for this
season is a symposium on Whitman and Delius to coincide with the
Philadelphia premiOre of Sea Drift on 5 May 1985, with Sean Deibler
conducting the Choral Arts Society of Philadelphia.

The annual Delius Festival in Florida is an undertaking for which one
can only have the highest praise. This year's events are reported in this
issue, and we are pleased to announce that Robert Sandlin, President of
the Delius Association of Florida, and Jeff Driggers, Chief of Arts and
Music Department, Haydon Burns Public Library, have been appointed
Honorary Members in recognition of their services to the Festival and to
Delius.

In June Dr. Fenby travelled to Yorkshire Television's Leeds studios to
be presented with a set of fopr prints by Jackie Flliott entitled'The Delius
Suite'which had been inspired by Delius's music. The presentation, with
the artist present, was made during one of Yorkshire TV's 'Calendar'

programmes. Eric Fenby has kindly pointed out a factual error in the
article by Margaret Black (later Mrs. Vessey) which was reprinted in
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Journal82: Delius was married at the town hall, a civil ceremony, and
not, of course, in the church as was suggested. Regrettably, Eric Fenby
has had to withdraw from the Carnegie Hall concert publicised in the
Delius Trust's brochure, and, acting on his doctor's advice, cancel all
public engagements. It goes without saying that he has our kindest
thoughts, and our obvious disappointment will be lessened by the much-
awaited release of his recordings of Song of the High Hills and orchestral
songs.

Madame A. Merle d'Aubign6, the owner of the house at Grez which
formerly was Delius's, has written to clarify the situation there. She
writes: 'In the past I have enjoyed the visitors who came to Grez. There
has never been any intrusion. I am sad things are changed. The garden is
no longer kept up at all and my son breeds sheep which eat all that was
beautiful. In the sad state of the premises I feel reluctant to receive
guests.' Living in Paris, she now goes to Grez much less frequently. She
concludes: 'I hope my friendship remains alive.' All those who have
received her generous hospitality over the years will wish both to express
their profound gratitude for her many kindnesses and to reassure her that
her link with our Society is one that we especially cherish.

Over the past months there has been a steady trickle of additions to the
list of Delius recordings in the catalogue. A welcome new lease of life has
been given to a number of unsurpassable Beecham recordings in EMI's
mid-price 'Portrait of the Artist' double-play cassette series. On a single
cassette TCC2-POR1546019 entitled 'Sir Thomas Beecham conducts
Delius'have been gathered together his familiar interpretations of. Brigg
Fair, A Song Before Sunrise, Marche Caprice, On Hearing the First
Cuckoo in Spring, Summer Night on the River, Sleigh Ride,lntermezzo
from Fennimore and Gerda, Irmelin Prelude, Summer Evening, and
Florida Suite. Nearly all these works are also available on two separate
LPs, but the Irmelin Prelude and Summer Eveningreturn to the catalogue
after some years' absence. (Also available in this cassette series is 'Sir

Charles Groves conducts Delius' on TCC2-POR54295.) Another
welcome reissue is of 'Delius: Miniatures', with Norman Del Mar
conducting the Bournemouth Sinfoniettain On Hearing the First Cuckoo
in Spring, Summer Night on the River, A Song before Sunrise, Two
Aquarelles, Intermezzo and Serenade from Hassan, Irmelin Prelude,
Late Swallows. and the Intermezzo from Fennimore and Gerda. On mid-
price Chandos CBR1017 LP and CBT1017 cassette, this is one of the best
and most representative collections of Delius's smaller works.

The First Cuckoo and Summer Night onthe River have also appeared in
a Chandos set of three cassettes issued to commemorate the pioneering
recording on magnetic tape made during a visit to Germany of Sir Thomas
Beecham and the LPO in November 1936. This set not only contains
modern digital recordings of these two works and the rest of Beecham's
programme with Vernon Handley conducting the LPO, but also excerpts
from that historic concert including an incomplete tape of Sir Thomas's
performance of The First Cuckoo. (Magnetic tape was first developed two
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years before that concert - hence the celebrations.) The boxed set
DBTD2007S costs fL2.58. Vernon Handleyis also to be heard conducting
these two pieces, again from Chandos, together with Suzmer Evening
and Air and Dance (and works by Vaughan Williams) on ABRD1106 LP,
ABTD1106 cassette and CHAN8330 compact disc.

It is good to see the re-appearance, on the HMV mid-price
'Greensleeve' label, of two records each containing the only available
recording of a Delius work. Requiem and ldyll, with Heather Harper,
John Shirley-Quirk, Royal Choral Society and RPO conducted by
Meredith Davies, are on ED 29 0027 (suffix 1 for LP, 4 for cassette;
formerly ASD2397); and North Country Sketches, A Song of Summer and
Lrfr's Dance, with Sir Charles Groves and the RPO, are on ED 29 0026
(LP and cassette, from ASD3139). The older Pye all-Delius record on
which Barbirolli conducts the IdyU has been reprocessed on GSGC2055
(cassette ZGC2055). A Delius reissue of even more senior vintage can be
found in the 'English Music' collection of recordings made by Sir John
between 1934 and 1953 ,8X290107-3 LP and 8X290107-5 cassette. The
principal work of interest in this mono set is Bax's Third Symphony, but
it also contains the Two Aquarelles with the Hall6 Orchestra.

Delius songs appear in two new recorded anthologies. 'Elizabeth

Harwood sings English Song' on Conifer CRFA120 (prefix M for
cassette) contains It was a lover, To Daffodils, So white, so soft, so sweet
is she andThe birds story, while on'Songs of England', Hyperion 466085,
Graham Trew sings Spring, the sweet Spring and To Daffodils.

With a new recording of Delius's String Quartet frorn the Brodsky
Quartet (coupled with the Elgar) on ASV DCA526 (prefix Z for
cassette), there are now three generally available versions. The older Pye
issue with the Fidelio Quartet is now on LP and cassette (GSGC2064 and
ZCGC2064), while the Fitzwilliam Quartet's fine performance is on
L'Oiseau-Lyre DSLO47 (LP only). To complete this round-up of record
releases, one important issue that seems to have escaped mention in these
pages is that of Delius's Cello Concerto on RCA RS9010 (cassette
RSK9010) which also includes cello rarities by Holst and Vaughan
Williams. Julian Lloyd Webber is the soloist, with the Philharmonia
Orchestra conducted by Vernon Handlev.

Just as this issue was about to print, the sad news was received of the
death of our Vice President, Stanford Robinson, whose eightieth
birthday occurred earlier this year. An appreciation of that tine Delian
will appear in the next issue. Our sympathies go to his wife, Lorely Dyer,
and his daughter, who were our guests at this year's annual dinner.
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The 24th Annual Delius Festival
Pages from a Festival Diary

by Roger Buckley

The 24th Annual Delius Festival presented in Jacksonville by the
Delius Association of Florida, Inc. on March 7th - 10th this year not
only commemorated the 50th anniversary of Delius's death, but also
celebrated the 100th anniversary of the composer's arrival in Florida.
Highligh* were the annual Fenby Lecture delivered this year by
Lionel Carley who offered a Centenary perspective; a lecture by
Delius's grand-niece, Uta von Delius from Bielefeld, whose talk was
entitled 'Frederick Delius and Jelka Rosen - a study in genealogy';
the annual Delius Composition Award Concert; showings of the two
Delitts television films; a concert of part-songs by Delius, Holst and
Elgar; and two notable events on which Roger Buckley has provided
the following report.

Saturday lfth March
The weather was bright and fair as vehicles converged on the parking lot
of a bankrupt shopping mall in south central Jacksonville. In this unlikely
location mbmbers and guests of the Delius Association of Florida, most
in festive mood, greeted each other. When the party of about thirty was
complete, we boarded the bus which was to take us on our pilgrimage to
Solana Grove.

State Road 1.3, which follows the east bank of the St. Johns River south
from Jacksonville, is at first built up; when this area is passed, the road
becomes quiet and rural, lined on both sides by oaks and pines.
Eventually the St. Johns River is seen to the right. Further on, two creeks
of the river are crossed; these sinuous, wide old streams, bordered by tall
lush trees leaning towards the water, are somehow familiar. The
waterlilies and the other vegetation are different, of course, but the
riverscape recalls the Loing near Grez.

When we had passed through Mandarin, Dr. Fenby was persuaded to
take the microphone and give a commentary on Delius's American
experiences. The outline of the story he told was familiar enough, but the
detail and the telling were fresh and intriguing. All the digressions
revealed their purpose and each main theme was resolved. As a
storyteller, Dr. Fenby has few equals.

The bus came to a halt at a gateway to the right, marked by a new,
admirably simple sign placed by Jacksonville University. A tiny elderly
lady appeared and welcomed Dr. and Mrs. Fenby, and several of the
other visitors, most warmly. This was Mrs. Vera McFarland, who owns
and farms many hundreds of acres around Solana Grove, including most
of the 140which were once Delius's. She has known this land for overfifty
years, having first been taken to see it by her father, who was prospective
purchaser in the early 1930s.
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Various vehicles were on hand to take the visitors the remaining one
and a half miles to the waterfront. The few cars that attempted the
journey had to pass through muddy hollows that are frequently only
passable by four-wheel-drive vehicles. All made it, and one imagines that
rarely has Solana Grove so nearly resembled a parking lot.

Quite a number of the visitors elected to walk. The little knots of
people who set out continually varied as the faster walkers overtook the
slower and as individuals dawdled to examine the butterflies or the plants,
to take photographs, or just to absorb the intoxicating sub-tropical
ambiance.

I for one scarcely recognised Solana Grove, cleared of its scrubby
undergrowth. Three years earlier I had had to fight to reach the
riverbank; now there was a broad clearing, bordered by the screen of
aged trees on the bank and by the pine forest on the inland side.

We were gathered to honour the memory of Delius, who had arrived in
the New World, on his way to this spot, a hundred years earlier. Many
found this a very moving experience. My feeling, for what it is worth, was
that the spirit of Delius -which is shorthand for the powerful, particular
presence I felt on my earlier solitary visit - was not present on this
occasion. But now we had the unique opportunity to hear, in this setting,
Negro spirituals sung with primitive harmony, such as we understand
Delius himself heard.

Bishop James Munroe Sweet and the Spiritual Gospel Singers of the
Pilgrim Church of God were our good-natured entertainers. Each song
began with the verse, sung by the leader, who was either the pastor or one
of the group nominated by him. The other voices soon joined in, in
unison, at the octave or at some other interval. Strange harmonies
resulted, apparently by accident. The rhythmic aspect, clearly essential,
was powerfully observed by all, and accentuated by tambourine or tenor
drum. The electric guitar player had no idea of chord progressions, but
was not easily heard and could be ignored; after a while, the entire group
was persuaded to do without mechanical assistance (guitar and
microphones) and the result was immediately more pleasing. There was
no doubting the sincerity of the singers, their firm grasp of rhythm, or the
naivetd of their harmonic conception, and seldom can 'AmazingGrace'

have so amazed the European-trained ear.
Lunch was the next event. Each pilgrim received a card box of food and

a can of cola or something similar. Some wandered off along the bank or
into the forest to eat their rations; others squatted on the floor of the
clearing. The Americans always do these things well: every detail had
been thought of, down to a damp paper towel with which to wipe one's
fingers.

The afternoon wore on; cool breezes tempered the sun's powerful heat.
Those who had joined the party in their cars began to leave. I wanted to
talk to Mrs. McFarland, a professional botanist, about the shrubs and
trees, some of which I was having difficulty in recognising. When I found
her she told me that the two large pecan trees (not yet in leaf) on the plot
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was powerfully observed by all, and accentuated by tambourine or tenor
drum. The electric guitar player had no idea of chord progressions, but
was not easily heard and could be ignored; after a while, the entire group
was persuaded to do without mechanical assistance (guitar and
microphones) and the result was immediately more pleasing. There was
no doubting the sincerity of the singers, their firm grasp of rhythm, or the
naivete of their harmonic conception, and seldom can 'Amazing Grace'
have so amazed the European-trained ear.

Lunch was the next event. Each pilgrim received a card box of food and
a can of cola or something similar. Some wandered off along the bank or
into the forest to eat their rations; others squatted on the floor of the
clearing. The Americans always do these things well: every detail had
been thought of, down to a damp paper towel with which to wipe one's
fingers.

The afternoon wore on; cool breezes tempered the sun'spowerful heat.
Those who had joined the party in their cars began to leave. I wanted to
talk to Mrs. McFarland, a professional botanist, about the shrubs and
trees, some of which I was having difficulty in recognising. When I found
her she told me that the two large pecan trees (not yet in leaf) on the plot
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maintained by Jacksonville University have changed very little in the last
fifty years, and so are probably very old. Near them is a large water
hickory, which she remembers as a sapling. The ancient palm trees
(cabbage palmetto) now at the water margin probably date from before
Delius's time. The erosion of the bank is so severe that it appears that they
will fall into the river soon. Mrs. McFarland remarked that the property
originally extended some thirty feet further towards the river, but this
strip was lost when Hurricane Dora devastated the region inI964. At that
time she was marooned alone for three weeks; her own waterfront, which
adjoins the Delius plot, lost thirty to tifty feet. Sensing a clue, I asked
about the'immense magnolia trees'mentioned in Heseltine's book and in
some later biographies, which I had not seen. Sure enough, it emerged
that they had stood on the strip which had been washed away. There had
also been a line of bald cypresses. The Southern Magnolia is evergreen.
For its glossy leathery leaves and enormous sweetly-scented flowers it is
counted one of the most splendid trees of the region. There are a few
young magnolias in the grove.

Mrs. McFarland invited me to see her garden which is upstream of the
grove. We passed by flowering dogwood, sweetgum, American holly and
common persimmon trees, wild azalea bushes and wild jessamine vines,
to a magnificent grove of live oaks which frames the prospect from her
verandah. These vast trees have a very characteristic profile: they branch
very low and their enormous limbs spread out to span a huge area. The
branches are hung with swathes of Spanish Moss which, though in one
sense densely claustrophobic, contrives to produce a sense of motion, as
the slightest breeze tilts it away from the vertical, like the skirts of a slow
and stately dancer.

Mrs. McFarland indicated pine trees which had been 'turpentined'-

that is, the bark cut to allow the sticky resin to ooze out for collection. The
long-leaf pine and the slash pine, which abound here, are suitable for this
treatment, and there is still a market for the product. It seems that Solana
Grove, having failed Delius and others in its ability to support oranges,
tobacco and other crops, has found its mark. A few of the ancient citrus
trees survive to this day (despite the recent severe winter, which it
appears was the worst since the 'big freeze'of 1886) and Mrs. McFarland
pointed them out with some affection.

By this time my wife and the other members of the small party who
were to take us back to Jacksonville in their car had come looking for me.
My wife narrowly avoided stepping on a young snake; Mrs. McFarland,
experienced backwoodswoman that she is, despatched it with a spade as
'it may have been a baby rattler'.

We waved goodbye to this splendid lady and her niece. As we closed
the gate behind our car it seemed to me that something more than silence
returned to the grove.
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That evening well over a thousand people gathered in the newly-
restored Florida Theatre Performing Arts Center in down-town
Jacksonville for the 'Gala Delius Anniversary Concert'. This splendid
building, 'with its fantasy interior simulating a Moorish courtyard',
proved itself equal to the demands of an orchestral concert. The acoustic
was excellent.

An enormously long programme began with the Florida Suite. This is
thought to have been the first complete performance ever given in the
State of Florida. From the opening bars it was evident that the
Jacksonville Symphony Orchestra (largely but not wholly professional)
was the equal of the evening's task and that their conductor, William
McNeiland, had prepared his scores with care and imagination. This was
a performance to be enjoyed, rather than politely tolerated.

Mature works followed: In a Summer Gqrden and the Intermezzo
which Beecham compiled from Fennimore and Gerda. Dr. Fenby then
took the rostrutn to conduct A Song of Summ which was 'eminently

appropriate', to quote the programme note. The orchestra positively
bristled with anticipation. In the memorable performance that followed,
the noble spirit, unconfined by mortal clay, joyously reaffirmed to us his
certainty of the perpetual renewal of summer, life and love.

After the interval Mr. McNeiland returned to conduct Sleigh Ride and
The Walk to the Paradise Garden. To follow that blazing, ecstatic Sdng of
Summer was perhaps impossible; yet the orchestra acquitted itself well
despite the fatigue which was by now setting in. For the final item Gerson
Yessin joined the forces on the platform to play the Grieg Piano
Concerto; the programme did not need it.

At 10.35 p.m., which is late by Jacksonville standards, an elegant
reception began on the second floor of the theatre. This amply fulfilled
one's notion of the end of a 'Gala Concert'.

Postscript

Lionel Carley had discovered that the 'Gallia', bearing the young
Delius to the New World, put in at New York at 3.55 p.m. on L1th March
1884. He and Eric Fenby hit on the happy idea that the British visitors
should host a small party in the Delius house, on the campus of
Jacksonville University, exactly one hundred years later.

My wife and I contrived a plan to transport cooled Californian
champagne to the University in the oven of our car's boot. About thirty
friends joined us, and at the relevant moment we raised our glasses to the
memory of Frederick Delius. A toast in honour of the Delius Association
of Florida followed.

After many a warm handshake the group dispersed, and the 24th
Annual Festival of the Delius Association of Florida was at an end. The
music had been memorable, the hospitality unsurpassable, and the new
friendships life-enriching.
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Leeds 2%h & 31st May, + 6th & 9th June; Manchester 14th June;
Sheffield 22nd June; York 29th June; Nottingham 5th July.

There is sufficient evidence to indicate that, contrary to a popular
misconception, Delius knew precisely what he wanted in his music, just as
he did in more mundane matters. This equally applies to his operas or
'lyric dramas', and to A Village Romeo and luliet in particular. Therefore
for a producer flagrantly to disregard some of the essentials of this score
is as serious as it is misguided. It is all the more surprising that the
producer of Opera North's recent ill-judged Village Romeo should also
have been responsible for the excellent Camden Festival Margot La
Rouge (reviewed in Journal 83).

Apparently it was originally intended that Ken Russell would be in
charge of this production which was at one stage also being considered for
a BBC television recording. Whatever the reason, that was not to be, and
it can now only be mere speculation as to what Russell would have made
of. A Village Romeo and Julief. Having watched his progression from the
brilliant early documentaries for the BBCTV'Monitor' series (including
the highly successful Elgar film) and his Song of Summer which has rightly
become a classic of its kind, on to the later more fanciful filmed composer-
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biographies, and up to his recent insultingly tasteless Vaughan Williams
film for ITV, one might have feared the worst. Yet whatever particular
bone one may have to pick with Russell's films, they always contain
flashes of brilliance for which one can forgive him so much else. The
recent Village Romeo production of Robert Carson, however, contained
nothing one could forgive and plenty one would wish to forget.

There will always be the temptation for the producer to leave his
personal stamp on a production by employing some startling innovation
and radical departure from tradition, as if each successive production has
necessarily to demonstrate some new approach to the work. How much
regard is shown for the composer's vision may only be a matter of chance.
Yet within the restrictions of Delius's comparatively few but nonetheless
explicit stage directions, there is ample room for an imaginative
producer's mind to work and still respect the composer's intentions. But
to do with A Village Romeo as Robert Carson did, and dispense entirely
with the Paradise Garden and the hay-laden barge, in other words to rob
the work of the very essentials at its climax, left a score bereft of any
feeling, ironically as cold as the snow that covered the final scene.

Delius's directions for the final scene are quite clear:
The paradise garden. To the right an old dilapidated linle country
house with a rather high verandah situated in a beautiful garden run
wild. Everything shows traces of bygone beauty. It is now used as an
inn. In the background q river flows by and a barge full of hay is
moored to the bank. The garden overlooks a long valley through
which the river winds its way. In the distance the snow mountains.
The Dark Fiddler and the vagabonds enter. They sit round a table in
the garden and a servant-girl brings them some drinks. It is evening;
the verandah is lighted by lanterns, soft summer twilight. [Boosey &
Hawkes HPS No.885l

But we saw nothing of this. What we were offered instead was a winter's
scene: a bare stage and its multi-purpose wedge-shaped mound all
covered in white sheets. No barge. Sali and Vrenchen ultimately drifted
away on - of all things - an ice floe. A cold consummation. For much
of the clofirg scene the two lovers stood apart, one either side of what
seemed like an abyss upstage that presumably represented the river. With
no barge apparent, were they to jump? If the ending was puzzling to those
who are familiar with the opera, it must surely have been
incomprehensible to those seeing it for the first time. They would have
had no help from the brief synopsis in the programme book which, while
mentioning the Paradise Garden, gave no indication of what it actually
was, and only told us that the two lovers were to'drift down the river like
the bargemen' (who, one assumes, were passing by on blocks of ice).

At the beginning of the final scene, immediately after the brief off-
stage chorus of vagabonds with its sinister accompaniment, comes one of
the most poetic moments in the whole score: the passage for six horns ('in
the far distance') over a soft timpani roll. In Fenby's masterly synopsis
which has been issued with all commercial recordings of A Village Romeo
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and Juliet, at this point'standing in silence away from the rest, the Dark
Fiddler watches the last glow on the high snow mountains'. It is a measure
of the producer's insensibility or indifference to the poetic fabric of the
work that he had the Dark Fiddler and his companions sprawled on the
ground (despite the snow) and playing some game, and so divorcing the
action on stage from what was happening in the orchestra.

It might have helped if the producer had taken note of what the singers
were actually singing, as for example in scene three when the Dark
Fiddler sings of the 'red, red poppies' - of which there were none. This
had been an especially memorhble scene in 1980 when Sali plaited a
garland of poppies for Vrenchen. Was it really necessary to have the
lovers mugged at the fair, leaving a tearful Vrenchen to be comforted by
Sali before the Walk? Again, one thinks back to 1980 when, as is
customary, during the Walk to the Paradise Garden the curtains rose to
reinforce visually the music's ecstasy. Here there was no Walk to speak
of; against all anticipation the curtains remained resolutely closed, and
for all one knew Sali had quite likely taken Vrenchen off somewhere to
dry her tears. When the curtains did eventually go up for the final scene,
the reason for them having stayed closed was obvious: the snow. It might
have made sense from a production viewpoint, but it was otherwise utter
nonsense. And one of the great moments had been missed.

The earli,er scenes fared somewhat better, and both the wedding and
the fair were quite impressive. The problem of the opening however was
not very satisfactorily solved by having labourers pushing the ploughs in
a semi-symbolic fashion instead of Manz and Marti guiding ploughs that
are pulled by off-stage 'horses'. Marti's farmhouse in scenes two and four
was little more than a hovel that seemed at odds with the notion of a once-
prosperous farmer, and one should not perhaps be too troubled by Sali
and Vrenchen seemingly sleep-walking (for after their dream they awoke
in the fields).

The singing was generally good, though Anne Williams-King and Peter
Jeffes as Vrenchen and Sali did not quite match one's memory of Laureen
Livingstone and Adrian Martin in those roles in 1980. In an opera that is
not exactly over-blessed with movement, the principals werevtoo static,
with Sali frequently rooted to the spot, hands in pockets. It took only a
few minutes of music before it became evident that the conductor was not
in total sympathy with Delius;the phrasing was perfunctory and many an
exquisite passage went for nothing. To sum up, anyone who might have
been experiencing A Village Romeo and luliel for the first time, having
heard an enthusiast speak of its almost unbearable emotion, would be left
wondering whether they were both thinking of the same opera.

In the fifty years since Beecham conducted A Village Romeo and Juliet
at the Royal College of Music, there have only been three productions in
this country: the Centenary Sadler's Wells production at Bradford, and
the two from Opera North, in 1980 and this year. While technically the
playing in the two recent presentations may have been marginally
superior to that of t962, neither of them came within a mile of penetrating
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to the heart of this score as did Meredith Davies in the Delius Centenary
year (a performance that can be heard on a'pirate'record set of restricted
availability, IGSO79|80). It is high time we had another production
worthy of this masterpiece.

While at the last performance of this production in Nottingham a
number of Delius Society members privately voiced their disapproval, a
few did confess to enjoying it. In the interest therefore of fair play, and
with acknowledgement to the Editor of. The Guardian, Gerald Larner's
review appears below.

After Opera.North's first, uncomprehending attempt to find the
visual equivalent to Delius's pastoral inspiration, the imagination
displayed on this occasion in Robert Carsen's production . . is
particularly welcome.

Indeed, the optical ingenuity of the set designer, Russell Craig,
and the lighting designer, David Cunningham, is such that Carsen
might well have been encouraged not to drop the curtain on the
walk to the Paradise Garden. But he does drop it and, when it rises
again, it is on a bleak white landscape which really has nothing to do
with the score at this point . .

Still, as long as the designs do not positively clash with the music,
what matters is the orchestral playing and, after that, the singing. In
fact, Nicholas Cleobury conducts a most successful performance,
which makes what ever dramatic effect the score is capable of, and
at the same time allows its tendrils to develop and involve the
emotions.

The Opera North orchestra plays quite beautifully and offers
some particularly seductive woodwind solos. As for the singing,
in spite of the vocal distinction of David Wilson-Johnson in the
problem part of the Dark Fiddler, the most convincing perform-
ance comes from Peter Jeffes as Sali - strong in the lower register,
less secure at the top, but always passionate and more persuasive in
line than seems possible in Delius's not always promising vocal
writing . .

In all, it is a moving experience and, given just a little more money
- to make a more credible domestic interior than a wedge cut out
of the countryside or . . a more atmospheric moonlit scene than a
sheet draped over the ground - it could have been a definitive
production of an extremely elusive opera.

(The Guardian, May 31 1984)

Hugh Canning, writing in Classical Music, also had some favourable
comments to make:

It says much for Opera North's sense of artistic purpose that it
should scrap a reportedly unsuccessful staging of a rare and proble-
matic piece and stage it anew within a matter of seasons. Robert
Carsen . . almost succeeded in transforming this anti-opera - an
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elongated tone poem with voic into something approaching a
drama.

Its effect depends on the joint protagonist and Opera North cast
its village Tristan and Isolde . . extremely convincingly. Both Peter
Jeffes and Anne Williams King have young lyrical voices with a hint
of heroism to overcome the thickest orchestration, and they made
something especially touching of the extended drama sequence -
very cleverly staged using every angled vista of Craig's wedged set.
. . Most of the drama derives from the pit, and Nicholas Cleobury
extracted the maximum colour from Delius's wonderfully
translucent score' 

(classicat Music,July 14 1gg4)

INA SUMMERGARDEN
A Midtands Branch meeting

On May 12th last Barry Iliffe repeated his fascinating talk, first delivered
in London, on March 20th, for the benefit of a captivated audience at
Dick Kitching's home at Weston Underwood near Derby.

In a Summer Garden has always seemed to me to capture so vividly and
accurately the sights and sounds, in fact the very atmosphere, of Delius's
own garden at Grez, and with the advantage of an unforgettable visit
there in 1.978, this exquisite poem for orchestra always evokes for me
thoughts of a leisurely unhurried stroll from the house through the
various enchanting parts of the garden as it is in high summer, until at
length one reaches the banks of the Loing where one pauses to drink in
the heady sights and sounds of the river as it lazily flows along in ahaze
of shimmering summer heat before one's slow return through the orchard
to the house.

Dedicated to his wife, Jelka Rosen, the score is prefaced by a quotation
from one of D.G. Rossetti's sonnets: ,

All are my blooms and all sweet blooms of love
To thee I gave while Spring and Summer sang

It is dated below'Spring 1908', and Delius himself has added a descriptive
footnote in German which can be translated thus:

'Roses, lilies and a thousand sweet-scented flowers. Bright butter-
flies flitting from petal to petal, and gold-brown bees murmuring in
the warm, quivering summer air. Beneath the shade of the old trees
flows a quiet river with water lilies. In a boat, almost hidden, two
people. A thrush is singing - in the distance.'
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Barry reminded us that the present well-known 1911, version is a very
thorough revision of the original which had its first perfonnance at the
Queen's Hall in London on December 11th L908, with the orchestra of
the Philharmonic Society and Delius himself conducting, for which he
received a f25 fee. Delius himself recalled of that first perfonnance: 'The

orchestra played most beautifully and it sounded beautifully for me.
I don't believe many people understood the piece but they received it very
favourably and called me three times', and added, 'I conducted without
a catastrophe and that is about all - I don't think I shall try any more.'

Delius's revision of 1911 omitted a lot of original material whilst other
sections were reworked and extended and some new material introduced.
Some of the thicker-textured parts were 'combed out'whilst a five-note
figure in the oboes was promoted in the revised version and became a
significant motif used by different instruments throughout the work. The
central section was changed from quavers to crotchets, and the following
passage considerably extended. A broad tune on cor anglais and violas
was revised with different decoration whilst an original woodwind
accompaniment marked 'slow and dreamily' was replaced by complex
broken six-part chords using a varying combination of instruments, and a
horn counter-melody, suggesting moving water on the surface of the
river, was added.

Following the central section, four short further sections were
rearranged by discarding the third entirely and interposing the fourth
section between the first and second. From this point onwards the two
endings to the piece are entirely different, the original having big, almost
Wagnerian climaxes referring back to the opening themes, whilst the
revised ending was described by our speaker as'improvised doodling that
perfectly fits the mood of the piece'.

ln L942 Constant Lambert had a full score of the original version re-
constructed from the separate orchestral parts and this passed to the BBC
Music Library. Subsequently this full score was used to recreate the
separate orchestral parts for the performance conducted by Ashley
Lawrence which was used by way of illustration.

As a finale we heard a tape combining the first two main sections of the
revised version coupled with the original L908 version of the ending, and
we were invited to form ourown opinions on the relative merits of the trvo.

Following the talk, Barry caused much head-scratching with a Delius
quiz which was won (of course!) by our worthy branch chairman, Dick
Kitching. It was a memorable evening and our grateful thanks were
expressed both to Barry for sparing the time to come and entertain us so
well, and to Dick Kitching for his hospitality, excellent wine and cold
collation.

Brian Radford

[Constant Lambert conducted two performances of the original
version with the BBC Symphony Orchestra in December I942.The
performance with Ashley Lawrence conducting the BBC Concert
Orchestra was broadcast in 1974 on Delius's birthday - Ed.l
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BOOKREVIEWS
PERCY GRAINGER: THE PICTORIAL BIOGRAPHY by Robert
Simon, with a foreword by Frederick Fennell. 285 x 220 mm. 296
photographs. 150 pp. The Whitston Publishing Company, PO Box
958, Troy, New York I2I8l. $27 .50.

Collections of pictures covering a composer's life have in recent years
become a valuable complement to the written biography. Notable
examples have been those concerned with Elgar, Vaughan Williams,
Britten, Delius, Bartok and Stravinsky, and on a smaller scale, Holst. To
this distinguished company can now be added Grainger.

On the evidence of this new collection, Percy Grainger would seem to
have been ideal as a photographer's subject, for not only did he prove
extraordinarily photogenic but he displayed a remarkable camera aware-
ness. How often do those powerfully penetrating eyes stare from these
pages. Some photographs he splendidly stage-managed, but even in those
which are not so obviously posed (by far the smaller number here) he still
dominates in a way that suggests he sensed the photographer's presence.
One might argue that this is the result of careful selection by Robert
Simon, but as Frederick Fennell (conductor of the Eastman Wind
Ensemble and an acquaintance of Grainger) writes in the foreword:

I've never seen any poor photographs of Percy Aldridge Grainger.
Photographed in no matter what the garb and where, he always
came off as the highly attractive male that he was, even when
surroundings or situation might have affected others less natural in
their way than he was. And what a natural way he had with the
camera, with everything and everybody.
Unlike Delius: A Ltfe in Pictures which is a skilful fusion of words and

pictures, this volume largely relies on the 296 photographs (no colour
plates) to unfold the story, aided of course by captions. The selection has
been made well, adequately reflecting the varied aspects of an extra-
ordinary life.

The earliest photograph here of Grainger shows the curly-locked child
approaching his third birthday; there are pictures from his Frankfurt
student days, from his London period before the First War as a composer
and a celebrated pianist, and from his years in America where he lived for
the rest of his life. As evident in this book as she was dominant in life is
his mother Rose. (The emotional impact on Percy of her death by suicide
in 1922 may be surmised by comparing the last photograph taken of him
before her death with the first one taken after in which the lines of strain
are clearly visible.) Grainger the pianist is amply represented here, as is
Grainger the folk-song collector, the composer and innovator (the
photographs of him with his Free-Music machines are especially
interesting), the Spartan athletic-minded figure, and Grainger the
celebrity. Who else would have considered staging his wedding during the
interval of a concert in the Hollywood Bowl before a capacity audience?
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Just as Grainger was strikingly handsome, so clearly in a natural way was
his Swedish-born wife, Ella Viola Strdm, beautiful.

There is a twelve-page biographical essay and a discography chiefly
concerned with records of current availability, while in addition to the
wealth of pictorial personalia, interspersed throughout the book are
samples of concert programmes (in the end-papers as well), a few music
illustrations, some sketches and a watercolour by Grainger himself, and
one long transcribed letter of Grainger's that really requires more
editorial explanation than is given.

Grainger's composer friends and acquaintances are featured in this
collection, the most notable being Busoni, Grieg and Delius. Two pages,
totalling seven pictures, chronicle the Grainger-Delius friendship (well
documented by Lionel Carley in The Percy Grainger Companion,
Thames Publishing 1981), and four of them will already be familiar from
the Delius picture book. Additionally there is one showing Grainger
rowing on the Loing, another showing Percy and his fianc€e with a gaily
relaxing Balfour Gardiner in the garden at Grez, and yet another which
apparently depicts Grainger as soloist in the Delius Piano Concerto, a
Thor Johnson conducting (undated, but from its positioning presumably
mid-forties).

Such a valuable collection of photographs does not, however, deserve
the careless proof-reading that is evident even on the front cover. There
is an inconsistency in spellings and capitalisation throughout, as well as
obvious misspellings, and the captions to three pairs of photographs
(pages 48, 84 and 116) should have been interchanged. The reference
figure 18 (on page 14) would seem to have been wrongly sited in the text.
Photographs are often very difficult to date with accuracy, but the one of
Grainger, Delius and Eric Fenby on page 61 clearly could not have been
taken in 1927, the year before Fenby's arrival at Grez. Checking John
Bird's superb Grainger biography would have shown that the Harrogate
Festival in question (p.7\ was in 1929, and not in either 1930 or 1931 as
offered. On that same page the already-mentioned photograph includ-
ing Balfour Gardiner is out of chronological sequence and Grainger was
therefore not yet married as the caption suggests.

There are three totally misleading captions that anyone possessing this
book will want to change: the portion of music shown on page 1.1.2 is of
'Rufford Park Poachers'from A Lincolnshire Posy and not Hill-Song No
2 as stated; the Hanson on page 108 is not Howard Hanson the composer
and conductor, but H.P. Hanson, former curator of the Heining
(Jutland) Musuem; and the massed pianos shown on page 70have been
assembled for a performance of movements from the Danish Folk-Music
Suite and not The Warriors, for which multiple pianos were gathered on
another occasion. (This reviewer acknowledges other expert eyes for
pointing out these errors.)

Nevertheless, with these corrections and a number of other smaller
ones pencilled in, this will be a book that anyone interested in Grainger's
world (which, of course, embraces Delius's too) will find a welcome
addition to their bookshelf.
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GRAINGER'S COLLECTION OF MUSIC BY OTHER
COMPOSERS by Phil Clifford. Percy Grainger Music Collection
Part Two, Catalogue 2. 297 x 210 mm. 435 pp. 1,3 illustrations.
Grainger Museum, University of Melbourne, Parkville, Victoria
30s2. $AUS 31.50.

This is the second in a series of catalogues detailing with commendable
thoroughness the mass of material held in the Grainger Museum at
Melbourne. It is a worthy successor to the previous smaller-format 'Music

by Percy Aldridge Grainger' catalogue and deals with an amazingnumber
of scores which Grainger almost literally 'begged, borrowed or stole'
from composer friends. The principal divisions in the main sequence are
of published music, manuscript music, and photoprinted music, to which
are added private collections of friends and relatives, including that of his
father, John Grainger.

For the purpose of this review the chief interest is the Delius holdings.
This does not represent by any means a complete listing of the then
available Delius scores for there are a number of important works absent
from Grainger's collection: the operas, In a Summer Garden, Idyll, Songs
of Sunset, A Song of Summer, and surprisingly An Arabesque and
A Mass of Ltfe, are the notable omissions. But otherwise it is a fairly
comprehensive list of orchestral, chamber and solo piano works. A small
number of songs are also included. There are scores (often full scores) of
the works which Grainger conducted himself : Brigg Fair, Cello Concerto,
Dance Rhapsody No 1, North Country Sketches, First Cuckoo and
Summer Night on the River, and The Song of the High Hills. There are
also orchestral parts for the Cello Concerto and North Country Sketches.
Several of the scores bear an inscription from Delius to Grainger, and
each entry records any workings or markings made by Grainger. The
scope and value of this catalogue can perhaps be more easily realised by
taking a sample entry:

MG CI/DELI.Z1-T
The song of the high hills / Frederick Delius. -Leipzig: Leuckart, [19-]. - 1 tull
score (50p.) bound; 33 cm. - (His Orchestra und Chorwerke). - For chorus
(SATB) and orchestra. - Pl.no.: F.E.C.L. 7254 - Grainger's classification no.:
W55-2. - Extensive pencil annotations by Grainger for conducting purposes, -
Inscribed at head of title, p.3: To Percy Grainger/from his loving friend/ Frederick
Delius/(Jan lnr. - Grainger's ink inscription p.2: Metronome marks got from
Delius, March 1923l(Worked at & tested the speeds with Nm)iP.G. - Note (3 x 5
cm.) in Grainger's red ink holograph slipped between p.2 & p.3: W55-2 dedication/
written by Jelka Delius,/signed by Fred Delius/when he was beginninlo get weak in
eyeV& body. This copy used/by PG for all 1st perf.s/of this work, USA, Austr.

The section on manuscript music is of particular interest. There we find
a holograph draft 'first sketch'full score of.Air and Dance; the autograph
full score of the first version of the Florida Suite lacking the original third
movement, the familiar substitute for which, 'Sunset', forms a separate
entry; sketches and drafts of. The First Cuckoo, String Quartet, and The
Song of the High Hills; a draft full score in Fenby's hand of Songs of
Farewell minus the first movement; an early counterpoint exercise
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full score of the first version of the Florida Suite lacking the original third
movement, the familiar substitute for which, 'Sunset', forms a separate
entry; sketches and drafts of The First Cuckoo, String Quartet, and The
Song of the High Hills; a draft full score in Fenby's hand of Songs of
Farewell minus the first movement; an early counterpoint exercise
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'written by Delius for Thomas Ward on the plantation in Florida'; and
three of Delius's music exercise books or sketch-books, one containing a
draft for a song setting Yeats's 'The Lake Isle of Innisfree'. The Delius
entries in the Photoprinted Music section would seem to duplicate the
manuscripts listed elsewhere, this copying presumably being done as a
precautionary measure. The only items not to be so duplicated are the
sketch-books.

This catalogue contains sixteen appendices of varying sizes that in
themselves must represent many hours of devoted, arduous work. In
them one can find out with ease such facts as which works have been
dedicated or inscribed to Grainger and by whom (even Stanford, one
discovers, dedicated a work to Grainger). It was a most practical
consideration to include three indexes, together totalling over 100 pages:
a subject, a title, and a name index. Clearly this catalogue will become an
important source-book and Phil Clifford is to be warmly congratulated on
making so much information so readily accessible. Congratulations are
also in order to the typists whose very clear and well set-out typescripts
have been photo-reproduced. For those unlikely to make the journey to
Melbourne and visit the Grainger Museum, these catalogues make a good
second best. And for those fortunate enough to go, they will prove an
invaluable aid.

S . F . S . L .

OBITUARY

RALPH HOLMES (1937 -rgE/)

September brought a tragic bolt from the blue for all music lovers, and for
Delians in particular. The death of the violinist Ralph Holmes was a great
shock. To lose such an artist at the height of his artistic maturity - he was
47 - leaves an irreplaceable gap in our musical life. A friend who had
been discussing the Mackenzie concerto with the enthusiastic violinist
lamented on hearing the news: 'But who else is there?'This is felt acutely
by lovers of Delius's music for the violin, in which he had specialised,
recently championing the revival of the early Suite for Violin and
Orchestra that Delius wrote in 1888.

Ralph Holmes first appeared as a soloist at the age of 13 when he played
the Mendelssohn Concerto with the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra. In
1954 came his first Wigmore Hall recital, and perhaps of interest to
readers of The Delius Society Journal, in1957 - the year in which he won
the Grand Prix de Paris - he appeared on that BBC Television'Concert
Flour' programme later celebrated for the appearance of Percy Grainger
playing the piano.

He was particularly associated with music by British composers, as well
as such contemporary composers as Barber, Bartok and Berg, and in the
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latter's Violin Concerto had a notable success in Vienna. Over many
seasons he appeared at the Proms in most of the standard repertoire -
the Mendelssohn, Max Bruch G minor, Brahms and Tchaikovsky - but
in contrast his most recent appearance there was in partnership with
Isobel Buchanan in Henze's Ariosi during the 1983 season.

He was probably most appreciated in the UK for his championship of
the works of British composers. His recording of the Delius Sonatas with
Eric Fenby playing Delius's own piano is historic. It is good new3, too, to
know that before he died all the Delius scores for violin and orchestra
(Concerto, Legende and Suite) were safely 'in the can' and wilt be issued
early next year. As well as championing the Bax, Britten, Elgar and
Panufnik concerti (sadly none of them recorded) he single-handedly re-
established the Harty Concerto with his Chandos recording, and coupled
it.with Harty's totally forgotten Variations on a Dublin Air. His
pioneering broadcast of the Havergal Brian Concerto, given in June 1969,
appeared on an unauthorised Aries LP release - he was justifiably
piqued that not only did he receive no fee for this, but his name was
changed to the pseudonym of 'Emil Leibowitz' . The final straw was not
being able to get hold of a copy of the record; but credited or not, we now
have to recognise it as a valuable part of his recorded legacy. Recently he
has been heard on the viola, in particular playing the Bax Viola Phantasy,
and in the perfonnance I heard with the Young Musicians Symphony
Orchestra (subsequently broadcast) he was most eloquent.

Ralph Holmes was well-known as a recitalist, and during 1983 he
played in many local centres accompanied by the pianist Geoffrey
Pratley. The programme featured the Bax Third Sonata, and as given at
my local arts centre in Rickmansworth started with the Mozart F major
Sonata, K376, about which he discoursed eloquently in the green room
during the interval. Yet as well as touring in the UK, his was an
international career - his recording of the shorter violin and orchestra
works of Sibelius is on the German Schwann label,

To his wife, Jeannette, and his son go our heartfelt sympathy. One may
have approached 1984 with apprehension, one never dreamed it might
take such a character.

Lewis Foreman.

CORRESPONDENCE

From: L.F.B. Gilhespy, Walchwil, Switzerland

I was most interested in reading Lyndon Jenkins' article on Leslie
Heward in the 81.st issue of. The Delius Society Journal.

Birmingham was my love from the early twenties until 1952 (with the
exception of boarding school periods and war service!). My father was an
ENT surgeon and settled in Birmingham after being demobilised from
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the Navy after the first war.

- orl family eventually lived in Harborne Road only a few houses away
from Leslie Heward. LH consulted my father professionally on several
occasions and on one of these visits I had the good fortune of being
introduced to him (over a glass of sherry-medical consultations were
civilised in those days!). Leslie Heward and my father seemed to'get on'
quite well together; now and then we visited each other socially; I recall
that LH had a most impressive music room in his house.

I remember LH as being invariably a charming host who made one feel
immediately at home, even a teenager like myself! He was always a most
welcome and popular guest in our home whose visits were something of
an event. It goes without saying that we attended very many of his CBSO
concerts which we really enjoyed; he certainly widened my music
horizons.

My father also consulted LH about my goingtoLeipzig to study music
but the second war put paid to that; LH was nevertheless most helpful and
encouraging.

At one time my father thought about purchasing LH's house, when the
move to Manchester was under consideration. but it was not to be. His
untimely death came as a personal shock to us and we felt we had lost a
good friend. The music world was much the poorer with his going.

My personal memory of him is of a cheerful, warm-hearted and human
person, in spite of his own sufferings, whom it was very easy to both like
and admire.

The best always seem to go before their time.

From: Mrs. Eunice Standish Taylor, Shrewsbury.

It may be of slight interest to you that the artist Jacob Kramer (spelt with
a c and not a K as in the Iconography llournal 831stayed with my
husband and me in London soon after he had returned from his
commission to paint Delius. His description of the meeting - or session
- is described in'Jacob Kramer - A Memorial Volume' privately printed
for Millie Kramer (his sister) by E.J. Arnold & Sons, Leeds.

The Branch College of Art in Leeds at Kramer's death in 1962 was in
future to be known as the Jacob Kramer College of the City of Leeds. His
portrait of Delius is in the art gallery there. Sir John Rothenstein
commends his work in his autobiography 'summer's Lease'. Jacob
Kramer's head by Epstein is in the Tate Gallery.

I also remember, as a child, spending week-ends at oxted, Surrey
(Beatrice Harrison and family lived there) and Beatrice and my
stepfather Manlio Di Veroli going over works by Delius and Kodaly. My
stepfather was an accompanist of note just after the 1914 war in London.
Beatrice and Di Veroli made music for hours in the magnificent barn
there in which she sometimes gave private concerts.
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Some of the music I was 'forced' to listen to. I was told it was
MODERN and very exciting. I did not agree! All I wanted to do was to
play with their 30 Scottie dogs in their lovely grounds. Margaret Harrison
and Monica also came into the picture, and such names as Arnold Bax,
Cyril Scott, Grainger and Heseltine were often floating around in
c o n v e r s a t i o n . . . . .

[The Harrison sisters will be the subject of a special double-issue of
The Delius Society lournal planned to coincide with the publication
late next year of Beatrice Harrison's autobiography, extracts of
which will be included.l

From: Philip Jones, Keele, Staffordshire.

Dr. J.R. Heron has written the following note: he is a consultant
neurologist at the Post-Graduate Medical Centre of the University of
Keele, We intend to produce a joint paper on the subject in the near
future:

'Following an article in The Times by Dr. Thomas Stuttaford on
18 March 1983 headed "tlnsullied Delius", I wrote (Times, L3.4.83)
indicating that the nature of Delius's final illness must remain
uncertain until further medical evidence became available. There
was substantial cause to doubt that his blindness and paralysis were
due to syphilis.

Delius consulted Sir John Coneybeare in the late 1920s, Unfor-
tunately Sir John destroyed his medical notes before his death
(Dr. W.N. Mann, personal communication). In 1948, at a musical
evening in Sir John's flat in St. Thomas Street, at which Professor
J.F. Soothill was present (personal communication) the subject of
Delius's final illness was discussed. Sir John denied that Delius's
illness was due to syphilis and consulted his notes which he kept filed
in a kitchen cupboard.

The known facts are: the blood Wasserman reaction (W.R.) test
for syphilis was negative; there was no evidence of involvement of
the dorsal columns of the spinal cord, nor of dementia; there is no
record of a W.R. test taken from the cerebrospinal fluid. These facts
must cast serious doubt on a diagnosis of either tabes dorsalis or
meningovascular syphilis as being responsible for his illness.

Delius may have suffered from alate onset of. ataxic paraplegia
(paralysis) with amytrophy (muscle wasting) which can be a rare
clinical presentation of syphilis. These features are however also
common to a group of conditions, often hereditary, classified as
spinal and cerebellar degenerations which have nothing to do with
syphilis. Muscle wasting and paralysis with ataxia and optic atrophy
are well recognised and fully described in this group of diseases
which range through Friedrich's ataxia, peroneal muscular atrophy,
and hereditary neuropathies and spinal muscular atrophies with
transitional or intermediate forms of these diseases.
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It is not surprising that Delius should have been thought to have
syphilis. The spinocerebeller degenerations and obscure
demyelinating diseases of the central nervous system were
imprecisely delineated at that time. On the evidence available the
diagnosis is uncertain and unproved. One can therefore only
endorse Sir John Coneybeare's conviction that Delius did not have
neurosyphilis. Further medical information on Delius and his
relatives may clarify these uncertainties and is to be the subject of a
further communication.'

From: Michael E. Fine, New York.

I thought I would turn to readers of the Journal to help me with a question
regarding the Beecham recorded performances of the Fennimore and
Gerda lntermezzo.

I find it curious that on his later recording of the Intermezzo, atone bar
beyond figure 2,inthe lovely flute passage, the flute concludes the triplet
on a B natural instead of the written B flat. As this may have been a simple
slip that Beecham felt not worth correcting, I turned to his L936
recording. There he appears to have dispensed with the triplet figure
entirely, or perhaps it is obscured by the early recording technique.

[The triplet - with B flat - is just audible in the LP transfer on
World Records 5H322 of the L936 recording - Ed.l

FORTHCOMING EVENTS

Saturday 17th November st 7,30 p.m. Royal Festival Hall, London
Meredith Davies conducts the Royal Choral Society and the
Philharmonia Orchestra in Delius's Requiem, the Bach-Holst Fugue d la
Gigue, Elgar's Sea Pictures and Holst's Hymn of Jesus. Soloists Jill
Gomez, Margaret Cable and Michael Rippon.

Saturday 17th November Halifax
Donald Hunt conducts the Halifax Choral Society and the Orchestra da
Camera in a Delius-Elgar programme which includes Delius's Songs of
Farewell.

[N.8. See also previous Journal for 17th November]

Wednesday 21st November at7 p.m.
BMIC, l0 Stratford Place, London lVl

Delius Society meeting: Lyndon Jenkins presents a programme on the
most authoritative living Delian.
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Saturday 24th November at7.45 p.m.
Delius's Cello Sonata is included in
Webber with Gordon Back.

Theatre Royal, Winchester
a recital given by Julian Lloyd

Saturday 24th November at 8 p.m. Derby
Midlands Branch meeting: a talk by the Society's founder, Dr. Roland
Gibson, on Delius and Brahms. Venue yet to be decided. Those
intending to attend should contact the Branch Chairman, Dick Kitching:
Ashbourne (0335) 60798.

Wednesday 5th December at 7.30 p.m. Royal Festival Hall, London
Delius's Mass of Ltfe. Royal Philharmonic Society concert. Sir John
Pritchard conducts the BBC Singers, BBC Symphony Chorus and BBC
SO. Soloists Teresa Cahill, Alfreda Hodgson, Arthur Davies and
Benjamin Luxon.

Monday l(hh December at 7 .45 p.m. Library Theatre, Luton
Luton Music Club. Shirley, Lady Beecham presents'A Beecham Legacy'
illustrated with unique private recordings. Admission f L.50 includes wine
and cheese.

Saturday l5th December at7.3O p.m. Town Hall, Leeds
Tasmin Little is the soloist in Delius's Violin Concerto with the RPO.

Tuesday l8th December BBC Radio 3 (evening)
Broadcast of Delius's opera lrmelin, with Norman Del Mar conducting
the BBC Concert Orchestra. Members are advised to consult Radio
Times to confirm this.

1985

Tuesday 22nil January at 7 p.m.
BMIC, 10 Stratford Place, London Wl

Delius Society meeting: 'Confessions of an unrepentant Delian' by
Gilbert Parfitt.

Friday 25th January at 7.30 p.m. Town Hall, Dudley
Delius's Cello Sonata is included in a recital given by Julian Lloyd
Webber with Peter Pettinger.

Saturday 26th January at 7.30 p.m. St. Edward's School, Oxford
Delius's Cello Sonata. Performers as above.

Sunday 27th January at 7.30 p.m. Civic Hil, Borehamwood
Delius's Cello Sonata is included in a recital given by Julian Lloyd
Webber with Gordon Back.
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